
~ November 27 ~ 
The Healing Power of Affirmative Prayer 

Healing, then, is accomplished by uncovering, neutralizing and erasing false images of 
thought, and letting the perfect idea reflect itself through subjective mind into the body.  
Dr. Holmes, in his book, The Science of Mind says, “Let us then approach the Science of 

Mind—the Science of Spiritual Psychology—with awe, but not with fear; with truly a 
humble thought, but not with a sense that we are unworthy. Let us approach it normally, 
happily, willing to accept, glad to experiment, hoping and believing that as the result of our 
efforts we shall each derive a great good.  

Some people have been healed through prayer, while others have not. The answer to 
prayer is in the prayer. But what is a prayer?  

1.  A prayer is a movement of thought,  
2.  Within the mind of the one praying,  
3.  Along a definite line of meditation; 
4.  That is, for a specific purpose. SOM P 27, 28 
If we ask for bread, we shall not receive a stone. But we are told we must ask believing, 

if we are to receive. 
Here again we are meeting the Law of Cause and Effect in the teachings of Jesus. Prayer 

is a mental, as well as a spiritual, function of intelligence. It is a certain manner of 
approach to the Spirit, a conscious act of the mind, a concrete experience of the knowing 
faculty. Prayer should be direct and specific, and should always be accompanied by a 
positive receptivity. God cannot answer prayers which have no meaning.” SOM P 435 

Dr. Jim, in his book The Way I am, quotes Jesus who says, “There is nothing veiled that 
won’t be unveiled, or hidden that won’t be made known.” Luke 12:2  

YOU CAN’T HIDE FROM THE CONSEQUENCES OF YOUR THOUGHTS AND 
FEELINGS. 

The first step in any prayer is the recognition that you are working with pure intelligence 
and that when you pray, you act intelligent. God is your creator and ally, a loving Presence 
that knows you as WHOLE, PERFECT, AND COMPLETE. Why would God create you 
and then know you as imperfect, incomplete, and incompetent? Only your mind can 
perceive yourself this way! 

 
 



Read Aloud Twice a Day 
The Universal Nature of the Divine is the very presence of Conscious Thought made manifest by Belief, Acceptance 

and Faith. I am the embodied presence of the Universal consciousness which functions through my thought, 
receptivity and trust. With respect and love I acknowledge the power of my mind to be the Universal Mind bringing 
form and function to what I know and believe. Today, I am the function of Love. All that I know about Love is now 
expanded and set free to manifest my life with compassion, acceptance, and transformation. The Universe is my 
supply and fulfills my highest good. Each day I am the function and form of the highest acceptance of my highest 
good. There is no power in the conditions and circumstances of my memory. In each and every moment my divine 
goodness appears as the reality of my life. For this, I am eternally grateful, for the goodness of my life reveals the 
steady and joyful condition of my understanding and patience. With gratitude and grace I accept my infinite evolution 
as evidence of my eternal life forever revealing the spiritual intelligence of my thoughts, my location and the quality 
my unlimited Reality. Released my word is now my life unfolding the goodness of God’s Love. And so It Is! 
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Affirmation 
“God doesn’t bargain or judge. God fulfills.”   

— Dr. Jim Turrell, The Way I Am 
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Affirmation and Solo 

Affirmation 
“Your Spirit, soul and body are in complete harmony with the inner actor, medium, and result. Your life is a seamless 

experience of faith, belief and acceptance. Life may look like it’s divided, but it is not.”  
— Dr. Dr. Jim Turrell, The Way I am 
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